Dell PW7015M/PW7015L Power Companion
Quick Start Guide

What's in the box

Power-mate cables for laptop

Connect the power companion through a USB cable to start charging your device

Check the power companion battery status

Features

Charge the power companion before first use

Connect the power companion and press the power button to start charging your laptop

Attach the Ferrite Core

NOTE: For more information, see User's Guide at dell.com/support/manuals.

NOTE: This power companion is compatible with select Dell computers. Please refer to dell.com for a list of Dell computers supported.

1. Open the packaging of the power companion. Remove the power companion and its accessories from the box.
2. Connect the power companion to your device using the provided USB cable.
3. Charge the power companion for a minimum of 4 hours before using it for the first time.
4. Allow the power companion to reach room temperature before using it.
5. Place the power companion on a flat surface, ensuring it is not exposed to direct sunlight or extreme temperatures.
6. Ensure the power companion is fully charged before attempting to use it.
7. Use the provided adapter to connect the power companion to a power source.
8. Allow the power companion to warm up to room temperature before attempting to use it.
9. Check the power companion's battery status to ensure it is fully charged.
10. Use the power companion with your device, keeping it within reach at all times.
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